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Welcome to a new era
On behalf of my ExCo, the Governing
Council of our dear Association, I welcome you to a pleasant reading of the
much-awaited monthly NLPGA Gas Bulletin after so many years of its absence
from circulation.
I want to particularly thank the relentless
effort of the entire membership of our
Publicity and Awareness Committee ably
led by our 2nd Vice President and Managing Director of Equus Trading and Logistics Ltd., Mr. Ladi Falola, and other astute
members of our noble association.
The NLPGA Gas Bulletin will be published
every month and will be given the widest
circulation across global energy sector,
the entire gas value chain in Nigeria as it
tends to promote Nigeria as the preferred
destination of choice for dynamic and
result based investment in gas development. This coincides with the declaration
of January, 1st 2021 – December, 31st
2030 as Nigeria’s Decade of Gas Development.
The NLPGA Gas Bulletin will provide relevant opportunities for local content and
foreign investment prospect to tap into
the enormous gas reserve resources waiting for use in Nigeria. It will also provide
industry news update and global best
practices, as well as the various impactful
activities of the NLPGA to further advocate, protect and promote the ease of
doing business of operators in Nigeria.
This special edition outlines recent industry developments that seek to expand gas
utilisation and the establishment of necessary infrastructure that will unlock gas
development in Nigeria. It also reports on
NLPGA Safety Training held in the month
and what to expect in the coming weeks

in April 2021.
In concluding, I use this medium to mourn
and commiserate with the families of my
friends and brothers, Late Baylon Duru,
1st Vice President, NLPGA and Late
Samson Muumba, President, Africa LPG
Association, who passed on to glory in
recent weeks. They will be dearly missed.
Kindly take some time to read through
and I bet you will enjoy a pleasant reading
experience.
Please continue to stay and operate safe
as I look forward to writing you again in
the next edition.

Nuhu Yakubu
President, NLPGA
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Rungas partners NCDMB; breaks ground for gas cylinder
plant in Alaro FTZ

Lanre Runsewe
CEO, Rungas Group

A prominent member of the Nigeria Liquefied
Petroleum
Gas
Association
(NLPGA), Rungas Group has partnered
with the Nigerian Content Development
Monitoring Board (NCDMB), through
Rungas Alfa FZE, a Special Purpose Vehicle, to set up for the development of the
new composite cylinder manufacturing
plant in Alaro Free Trade Zone, Epe,
Lagos, Nigeria.
The composite LPG cylinder manufacturing plant, which has an 800,000 Type 3
Composite Cylinders annual production
capacity, is the second greenfield project
that the NCDMB-Rungas is currently
developing.
Recall that Rungas and NCDMB broke
ground on an LPG composite cylinder

Simbi Kesiye Wabote
Executive Secretary, NCDMB

manufacturing project in Polaku, Bayelsa
State, known as "Rungas Prime Industries" in 2020. The plant has a projected
annual capacity of 400,000 cylinders per
annum.
These facilities, when completed, is
expected to boost LPG access in the
country, raise local manufacturing of LPG
composite cylinders to 1.2 million per
annum, and strategically position Nigeria
as a continental hub for the supply of
composite cylinders.
Commenting, the Minister of State for
Petroleum Resources, Dr. Timipre Sylva,
said; "Our 2020 strategy to drive key policies and regulatory initiatives that would
enhance gas reserves growth to support
domestic and export projects has resulted in various significant upgrades in our
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gas infrastructure development, of which
deeper LPG penetration is one of them."
In his remarks, Lanre Runsewe, the Chief
Executive Officer of Rungas Group, said
the company identified Alaro City as the
perfect place for its second LPG manufacturing facility because of the unique
nature of the city's masterplan and the
speed with which infrastructure was
being rolled out in the new city.
"As we make progress on our goal of
increasing the use of LPG in Nigeria and
Africa, such partnerships with business-friendly locations like Alaro City are
critical. This project is in line with the Federal Government's policy aspirations for
the gas sector, as encapsulated in the National Gas Policy, and aligns with the
2019-2023 Priority Project Deliverables of
the Ministry of Petroleum Resources
vis-a-vis clusters for gas resource, rapid
growth of the LPG market, development
of supporting LPG infrastructure, invest-

ment and domestic growth. This new
facility in Alaro City, located within a
Free Trade Zone, will not only boost our
local capacity for LPG cylinders but also
further position Nigeria as a powerhouse within the continent," he said.
Also speaking, the President, Nigeria
Liquefied Petroleum Gas Association
(NLPGA), Mr. Nuhu Yakubu, said: "We
are very proud about the commencement of this initiative and the growth it
portends for the industry. This project
will boost local capacity and growth of
the LPG market."
Meanwhile, Rungas has also partnered
with the Egyptian Government to produce and assist with the distribution of
LPG and Compressed Natural Gas
(CNG) cylinders in Egypt. The factory,
located in the Egyptian Gas Industrial
Park, will produce 200,000 LPG cylinders for domestic use and 130,000 CNG
cylinders for automobiles.
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OIL AND GAS WORKERS, other frontline workers
on priority list for COVID-19 Vaccination
Through the National Primary Health
Care Development Agency (NPHCDA),
the Federal Government has released a
list of frontline workers on the national
COVID-19 Vaccination programme's
priority list, which recently commenced
across Nigeria.
Frontline workers such as healthcare
providers top the list of individuals who
will receive the COVID-19 vaccine first.
The list also includes the men and
women in the Military, Police, Oil and
Gas, Customs, the media, strategic
leaders, and elderly citizens who are
expected to receive the vaccine ahead
of others.

Nigeria is the third African country to
receive a vaccine under the COVAX
scheme, after Ghana and Ivory Coast.
According to guidelines from the
NPHCDA, the vaccine, 16 million to be
supplied in total, will be administered at
no cost to recipients. Some states, such
as Lagos, Rivers, Oyo, and Enugu, have
adopted the network of Public Health
Centers (PHC) to administer the vaccines efficiently.
NLPGA Members who fall under the oil
and gas workers can visit the nearest
PHC with a verifiable identity card to get
the vaccine.
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President Buhari throws weight behind FG's
gas-for-industrialisation drive
President Muhammadu Buhari has
launched "The Decade of Gas in Nigeria"
with a pledge that his administration
would fully utilise the country's enormous
gas resources to uplift the economy and
drive industrialisation.

President Buhari said while his administration has prioritised gas development and
recorded remarkable progress, it is well
known that Nigeria is a gas nation in relations to its oil finds, but the country has
erroneously focused on oil over the years.

Setting the tone for the industry's development in the next ten years, President
Buhari said, given the country's proven
endowment of about 600 trillion cubic
feet of gas, the commodity has the enormous potential to drive the diversification of Nigeria's economy.

"That is the paradox that this Administration decided to confront when we
declared the year 2020 as "The Year of
Gas" in Nigeria. It was a bold statement to
demonstrate the resolve of this administration that gas development and utilisation should be a national priority to stimulate economic growth, further improve
Nigeria's energy mix, drive investments,
and provide the much-needed jobs for our
citizens in the country.

"The rising global demand for cleaner
energy sources has offered Nigeria an
opportunity to exploit gas resources for
the good of the country. We intend to
seize this opportunity," the President said
at the virtual Nigeria International Petroleum Summit (NIPS) 2021 Pre-Summit
Conference and official launch of the
Decade of Gas held on Monday, March 29,
2021.

Major shake-up rocks DPR
A major shake-up has rocked Nigeria’s oil
industry regulator, the Department of
Petroleum (DPR), affecting all deputy
directors of the agency.
The six deputy directors of the agency
affected are Head, Corporate Services, Mr.
Isah Tafidah; Head, Engineering and Standard, Engineer Akann Musa; Head, Downstream Monitoring and Regulation, Mr.Mohammed Alaku; and Head, Upstream Monitoring and regulation, Mr. Enorense Amadasu.
Others are Head, Safety, Health and Environment, Mr. Olusanya Bajomo; Head,Planning, Mr. Johnson Ajewole; and Head, Gas
Monitoring and Regulation, Mr. Musa Zagi.

"Our major objective for the gas sector is
to transform Nigeria into an industrialised
nation with gas playing a major role and
we demonstrated this through enhanced
accelerated gas revolution," he said.

Replacing the affected deputy directors
are Mallam Ciroma who is replacing Mr. Isa
Tafida as Head, Corporate Services;
Akann Musa as Head, Engineering and
Standard; Mr. Sadiq Bashir who is replacing Mr. Mohammed Alaku as Head, Downstream Monitoring and Regulation; and
Mr. Garba Salihu new Head, Upstream
Monitoring and regulation, and a replacement for Mr. Enorense Amadasu.
Others are Mr. Balogun A.A, a replacement for Olisanya Bajomo as Head,
Safety, Health and Environment; Mr.Babajide Fasina, new Head, Planning, and a
replacement for Mr. Johnson Ajewole; and
Mr. I.Y Abubakar, new Head, Gas Monitoring and Regulation, and a replacement for
Mr. Musa Zagi.
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Techno Oil expands operations with new
LPG terminal
Techno Oil, an integrated, wholly indigenous brand has opened its new automated liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) terminal at Kikiri in Apapa, Lagos, Nigeria. The
new terminal is expected to unlock Nigeria’s 187 trillion ft 3 gas reserve, which has
remained largely untapped to date.
The terminal, which has the capacity to
hold 8,400MT of cooking gas, was built
by CAKASA Nigeria Ltd and financed by
a consortium of banks.

(LPG) Cylinder Manufacturing Plant. The
waiver of ‘Pioneer Status’ exempts
Techno Oil from paying tax on import of
all raw materials for LPG cylinder production and will help to reduce the cost
of production.
The Pioneer Status Incentive was introduced with the enactment of the Industrial Development (Income Tax Relief)
Act, No. 22 of 1971 to boost utilization of
LPG as a cleaner energy source.

In other news, the Federal Government
has approved the ‘Pioneer Status’ for
Techno Oil Liquefied Petroleum Gas
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DPR introduces new
guidelines for operating
license renewal
The Department of Petroleum Resources
(DPR) has introduced new guidelines to
accommodate more Liquefied Petroleum Gas
(LPG) investors, and operators across the
country.
According to the agency, the effort is geared
towards enhancing the availability of LPG in
Nigeria, as well as meeting the current administration’s target of five million metric tonnes
(5,000,000 MT) of domestic, commercial, and
industrial LPG utilisation in the next 10 years.
The agency also stressed that the move was in
alignment with the Federal Government’s
commitment through the National Gas Expansion Programme (NGEP) to make gas accessible and affordable for Nigerians.
However, as regards the refusal to renew operating licenses, it has been proposed to DPR
HQ that new applicants comply with the new
guidelines especially as it relates to safety distance of 50m, while pre-existing operators can
re-present their duly completed assessed
applications for immediate processing.
Notably, industry practitioners maintain that
there was no consultation with the industry
before DPR issued these new guidelines, which
in many categories significantly increases
safety distances for similar classes of tanks
than in their previously published guidelines,
which had been in force for many years and
which many law abiding industry practitioners
had adhered to. The release of the new guidelines in August 2020 came to many as a surprise, especially as many permit renewal applications had been placed on hold since January
2020 without sufficient explanation and were
then retrospectively declined under the new
guidelines.
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WHY BECOME
AN NLPGA MEMBER
The Nigeria Liquefied Petroleum Gas Association (NLPGA), currently led by the President (Mr. Nuhu Yakubu), is on a mission to
actively champion the competitiveness and
utilization of Liquefied Petroleum Gas by
promoting sound policy development,
capacity development and best practices
towards optimizing the economics of the
entire gas value chain while emphasizing
environmental sustainability and safety.
The Association aims to be the most influential and independent non-profit organiza-
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tion in effectively advancing the role of Nigeria Liquefied Petroleum Gas Association
(NLPGA) as the platform for championing
the development of Nigeria's gas industry.
The NLPGA has a range of membership
grades to cover every intending member and
critical players in the LPG industry, including
qualified professionals, financiers and investors, gas plant owners, technology/service
providers and university students.
Membership of the association is open to the
following;

Companies
involved
in
extraction, processing, procurement, and the sale of liquefied gas in Nigeria;

Companies involved in the supply of
equipment or services that are predominantly related to liquefied
petroleum gas usage;

Consultants, installers, dealers,
stockists, marketers, retailers or
other small companies in the
liquefied petroleum gas sector;

Associations and corporations that
support the policies of the Association and whose membership, in the
opinion of the Council, would be
beneficial to the Association.

Membership Categories & Fees
The Association consists of paying members, non-paying members, and affiliates.

a.

Paying Members
These are paying members of the
Association. These members have the
right to vote and be voted for. The categories of Active Paying Members are;
Gold Membership: A member can join
the Association as a Gold Member.
Gold Members can be nominated and
stand for election in the Governing
Council.
Annual Membership Subscription Fee:
N150,000:00

Silver Membership: A member can join the
Association as a Silver Member. Silver Membership is a basic membership. Silver Members cannot be nominated and cannot
stand for election. A Silver Member must
upgrade his/her subscription to Gold status
to be able to be nominated and stand for
election. However, Silver members can
nominate and vote at elections.
Annual Membership
N50,000:00

Subscription

Fee:
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b.

Non-Paying Members
These members are statutory bodies
who in the opinion of the Council are
beneficial to the Association. They do
not have the right to vote and be voted
for. They are granted observer status in
the Council (at the discretion of the
Council). They include Government
Agencies and Regulatory Bodies e.g
Federal Fire Service, Standards Organisation of Nigeria (SON), Department
of Petroleum Resources (DPR) e.t.c.
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c.

Affiliates
These are Associations that are members of the NLPGA. They are paying
members and have an automatic seat
at the Governing Council.

2020-2022 ExCo

Nuhu Yakubu

Felix Ekundayo

President, NLPGA
and GMD, Banner Energy Ltd

Deputy President, NLPGA,
Chairman safety and technical committee
and MD Gas Terminalling

Oluwadamilola Oshodi

Eugene Osimiri

Hon. Treasurer
and COO Ultimate Gas

Deputy Treasurer
and Head LPG Business Techno Oil

Late Baylon Duru
1st Vice President
and MD Chimons Gas

Ladi Falola
2nd Vice President
& MD Equus Trading & Logistics

Olakunle Oyebanjo
Executive secretary
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MARCH 2021
In March 2021, the NLPGA held three technical training sessions for personnel drawn
from members of the Association. The training, facilitated by industry experts and
members of the NLPGA Safety and Technical training faculty, were categorized under
the following structures.
a. NLPGA Webinar on Gas Safety
b. Safety Training for Plant Supervisors & Operators
c. Safety Training for LPG Truck Drivers (Mobile Plant Operators & Banks-man)
Key facilitators of the training in March 2021 were Mr. Michael Olajide, Prince Adebambo Ademiluyi (FNSE) and Engr. (Rev.) Ojo.
The month also witnessed the following landmark industry events with NLPGA executives and members playing key roles.
a. The Decade of Gas Pre-Summit Conference held on Monday, March 29, 2021. The
NLPGA President, Mr. Nuhu Yakubu, spoke at the conference alongside other industry
experts, including Minister of State for Petroleum Resources, Hon. Chief Timipre Sylva;
Managing Director, Shell Nigeria, Exploration and Production (SNEPCo), Bayo Ojulari,
COO, NNPC Gas & Power, Yusuf Usman; President, Nigerian Gas Association, Ed
Ubong, among others.
b. Rungas Group partnered with the Nigerian Content Development Monitoring Board
(NCDMB), through an SPV known as Rungas Alfa FZE, to set up its new composite
cylinder manufacturing plant in Alaro Free Trade Zone, Epe, Lagos, Nigeria. The partnership birthed the second composite LPG cylinder manufacturing plant within Nigeria with an annual capacity of 800,000 Type 3 Composite Cylinders to add to its
expanding portfolio.
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April 2021
In April 2021, the NLPGA Safety and Technical training faculty will continue its capacity building mandate given to them by the Association.
The technical training to look out for in the month are as follows.
a.
b.
c.

NLPGA Safety Training for Mobile Plant Operators on April 10th 2021.
The commencement of state-wide sensitization of LPG Adoption by the
National LPG Expansion Plan (NLEP) - April 14 & 15.
Commencement of NLPGA LPG Awareness Sensitisation programme

April Event(s)
Meanwhile, an LPG Virtual event has been scheduled tentatively for Wednesday, April
28, 2021. Additional details, such as the theme and resource persons, will be shared
upon confirmation.
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Late Samson Muumba,

Late Engr. Baylon Duru,
1st Vice President, NLPGA

President of the Africa LPG Association (ALPGA)

In Loving Memory of a Brother, Friend

We Lost A Gem

With deep regrets, we received the news
of the passing of our brother, friend, and
1st Vice President, Late Baylon Duru, a
man of audacious character, dedication,
and resilience who dedicated his time
and energy to the advancement of LPG
industry in Nigeria.

With deep sadness, we read of the passing of Late Samson Muumba, a friend and
brother who actively championed the
growth of Africa's LPG Market passed on
to glory.

Our love, thoughts and deepest sympathies go to his family at this time of grief.

Before his death, he served as Vice President of Chemical Society of Zambia and
was pivotal to the growth of LPG across
the continent.

Please know our loving thoughts embrace you.

He was a wonderful person and will be
missed dearly.

His memory will live on in our hearts forever.

Our thoughts are with his family and loved
ones in their moment of grief.

Funeral arrangement is scheduled for
April 29th 2021 and further details will be
provided as they are confirmed.

He has since been buried.
Please accept our deepest condolences.

Signed:

President, NLPGA
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MEMBER/SPONSOR ADVERT PLACEMENTS

For more information, contact:
Olakunle Oyebanjo
Executive Secretary
Nigeria LPGas Association
Tel: 0803 978 9876
Email: olakunleoyebanjo@nigerialpgas.com
Website: www.nigerialpgas.com

Editorial Consultant

